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DISASSEMBLY
 
1. Remove and mark all spark plug wires and then remove all spark plugs.
2. Disconnect the head pipes from the exhaust manifolds and remove the manifolds.
3. Remove the clutch linkage (if manual transmission)
4. Remove the power steering ram from the frame.
5. Remove any gasket material or any carbon deposits that remain on the head surface.  

INSTALLATION
1. Start the drivers side header from below and work it up through the chassis into position.
 Note: Mavericks / Comets require the removal of the center motor mount bolt
2. With the header loose, replace the clutch linkage (if removed).



3. Start all the header bolts and tighten evenly.
 Note: Engines with a Cobra oil pan may require denting the header tubes for adequate   
 clearance of the pan.
 Note: Some vehicles may require trimming the motor mount if it contacts the header tube.
4. Tighten all the header bolts evenly starting from the center out.
5. Reinstall the power steering ram with a purchased bracket P/N H7609. It may be necessary to  
 reroute the power steering lines for header clearance.
 Note: Mavericks / Comets: Check header for clearance of power steering ram. Dent tube (s)  
 as needed for clearance.
6. Automatic Transmission: Check the kick down linkage. It may be necessary to bend the   
 linkage towards the engine until it will work properly. Check the steering lockout rod, which  
	 may	also	require	bending	(to	fit)	or	removal.	If	removed,	the	linkage	to	which	it	was	attached		
 must be wired in place to prevent steering from locking while the vehicle is moving.
7. Start the pass side header from below and work it up through the chassis into position. 
8. Start all the header bolts and tighten evenly
 Note: 1976 Mavericks / Comets: The vacuum canister must be moved at least ½” sideways (to  
 clear #4 tube) and remounted.
 Note: It may be necessary to reroute the automatic transmission cooling lines and/or starter  
 cables for adequate header clearance.
9. Tighten all the header bolts evenly starting from the center out.
10. Replace the spark plugs. 
11. If the collector contacts the emergency brake cable, the bracket must be relocated so the  
 cable will clear. See Figures A & B below.
12. Use the supplied reducers to connect the collectors to your stock exhaust system.
13. Connect the negative battery cable.



PARTS LIST:
1 Left Side Header  16 3/8 x 1” Header Bolts
1 Right Side Header  22 Lockwasher
2 Header Gaskets  6 3/8-16 x 1 1/4” Hex Head Bolts
2 Reducer Gaskets  6 3/8-16 Hex Nuts
2  Reducers


